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ICONIQ Analytics & Insights - COVID-19

As organizations adjust to the rapidly changing COVID-19 environment, we wanted to share a few case studies related to how 
sales leaders are starting to examine and adjust their compensation strategy – the 3rd study in our multi-part COVID-19 series

Scenario 

Planning

Sales Team

Compensation

Quarterly

Attainment 

& Adjustments 

to Plan

• Learnings and best practices: creating and aligning on scenario planning 

and communicating resulting strategic changes

• Detailed case study: Illustrative example of what a best-practice scenario 

plan should look like and which factors should be considered

• How are we seeing companies change sales team compensation, if at all? 

• What are the different levers and considerations for implementing changes? 

• How do these tie to quarterly plan adjustments and relevant sales motions?

• What has the impact of Covid-19 been on Q1 attainment (bookings, ARR), if at all?

• How does this factor into how companies are adjusting / evolving their Q2 and 

2020 plans?

• What cost-management levers are being used at various thresholds of attainment?

To be updated with Q2 results in August

Focus of This Study

ICONIQ GROWTH ANALYTICS: COVID-19 SERIES

Case studies presented herein are for illustrative purposes only. Companies surveyed herein may include ICONIQ Growth portfolio companies or other companies in 

ICONIQ Growth’s broader network. No assumption should be made that the investments described herein were or will be profitable, or that investments made in the future 

will be comparable to those described herein.
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COVID-19 Impact on Sales

COVID-19 has impacted sales across companies to varying degrees, but most are seeing longer sales cycles, declining sales 
productivity, and weakened sales velocity; in addition to an increase in churn, this has (on average) led to companies missing 
plan and adjusting future quarters down

79%

21%

Q1 2019 Q1 2020

102%
These various drivers, in 

addition to increased churn, 

have led to a lower median 

attainment of incremental 

bookings vs. pre-COVID - at 

79% across our portfolio 

companies in Q1, compared 

to over 100% in 2019. 

The majority of our companies 

have already adjusted their 

annual plan for incremental 

bookings down by ~41% vs 

pre-COVID plans.

Net Incremental Bookings: Median Attainment vs. Plan
ICONIQ Growth portfolio, where quarterly data available

COVID-19 has impacted companies to varying degrees – those experiencing headwinds are now also grappling 

with questions related to if and how they should adjust their sales team compensation. 

This study will focus specifically on companies who have seen headwinds in light of COVID-19 

and outline how some companies across our portfolio and network are adjusting compensation

Companies have seen various impacts to key business funnel 

metrics. Examples include a 20% reduction in market qualifying 

leads and new prospects, 44% loss of sales qualified leads, and 

70% loss of new business meetings.

Lowered Sales 

Velocity & 

Conversion Rates

Companies have seen drops in AE productivity ranging from 

18% to 50% since COVID-19.
Reduced Productivity

COVID-19 has elongated deals (up to 50% of deals pushed to 

next quarter for certain companies) and contributed to longer 

implementation times.
Pushed Deals

COVID-19 IMPACT ON SALES TEAMS… …AND NET INCREMENTAL BOOKINGS
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Potential Adjustments - Sales Compensation

As of end of Q2 2020, ~65% of the companies we surveyed are considering or have already implemented meaningful changes 
to their sales team compensation due to the impact of COVID-19 on sales to date

Potential Levers Illustrative Example

If a top performer usually hits 100% of 

his/her quota but is now on target for only 

80%, reduce the quota by 20%.

Shift sales team pay mix of 60% base / 40% 

incentive to a 70% / 30% split to lower the 

percentage of pay at-risk.

If a sales rep is usually paid $.50 on the 

dollar for performance under goal, you can 

shift the payout to be 1:1 above a specific 

threshold such as 85%.

Offer a team-specific spiff (immediate 

bonuses for a sale) to motivate sales teams 

to work toward a broader team goal

Quota Adjustment

Adjust quotas to account for

reduced sales forecasts

Pay Mix Adjustment

Adjust pay mix of fixed 

vs. incentive dollars

Pay Curve Adjustment

Adjust pay curve to provide higher 

payout percentage for 

performance under goal

SPIFFs or Add-On Incentives

Launch a sales performance incentive 

fund or add-on incentives 

to motivate sales teams

Of the companies we surveyed…*

15% MENTIONED OPTION

20% CONSIDERING

20% IMPLEMENTING

5% MENTIONED OPTION

0% CONSIDERING

5% IMPLEMENTING

0% MENTIONED OPTION

0% CONSIDERING

10% IMPLEMENTING

0% MENTIONED OPTION

5% CONSIDERING

10% IMPLEMENTING

1

2

3

4

*15% of 20 total companies we surveyed have also not 

considered any changes

Relevant Customer 

Segments, Sales Motions

SMB to Mid-Market

Top-down

SMB to Mid-Market

Bottom-up

Mid-Market to Enterprise

Top-down

Mid-Market to Enterprise

Top-down
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Case Study: Quota Adjustment

For companies significantly impacted by COVID-19 in Q1, a quota adjustment can be beneficial for realigning sales 
compensation against new business forecasts

• Revise quota thresholds based on adjusted sales 

expectations

• Implement attainment floor or buffer (e.g. reps that hit 

100% of quota get 110%) to provide greater cash flow

• Switch to quarterly quota attainment vs annual to allow 

for more flexible adjustments

• A quota reduction across the board may not be required 

for all sales reps. Instead, consider adjustments on a 

case-by-case or highly targeted basis.

• Unattainable goals demoralize sales teams. Leverage 

your data on past annual sales team performance to set 

realistic targets.

Geography: West Coast Scale: $25 – 50M (ARR)

Sector: Vertical SaaS Sales Motion: Hybrid; Top-down

48%
Q1 ‘20 Net New ARR Attainment 

vs Pre-COVID Plan

Company created a baseline quota that was ~50% lower 

than normal base quota

SITUATION

APPROACH TAKEN

OPTIONS

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Target Customer Segment : SMB to Mid-Market

1

2

3

Quota Adjustment

1

1

Case studies presented herein are for illustrative purposes only. Companies surveyed herein may include ICONIQ Growth portfolio companies or other companies in 

ICONIQ Growth’s broader network. No assumption should be made that the investments described herein were or will be profitable, or that investments made in the future 

will be comparable to those described herein.
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Case Study: Pay Curve Adjustment

A pay curve adjustment can be another approach to align sales compensation based on COVID business expectations without 
requiring a wholesale quota change

• Adjust payout threshold requirements for receiving 

incentive compensation 

• Adjust payout leverage (e.g. from 1:1 to 2:1)

• Reward reps based on stack racking / relative 

performance

• This may be a good time to revisit incentive caps and 

payout vs. performance period timing

• In addition to assessing rep performance against each 

other, assess where the full sales team would have 

landed each month pre-COVID

Geography: North East Scale: $100M – 150M (ARR)

Sector: Horizontal SaaS Sales Motion: Hybrid; Top-down

93%
Q1 ‘20 Net New ARR Attainment 

vs Pre-COVID Plan

Adjusted pay curve by lowering hurdle to payout leverage 

threshold (e.g. reps get 1:1 payout after hitting 80% 

threshold)

SITUATION

APPROACH TAKEN

OPTIONS

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Target Customer Segment : Mid-Market to Enterprise

2

1

2

3

Pay Curve 

Adjustment

3

Case studies presented herein are for illustrative purposes only. Companies surveyed herein may include ICONIQ Growth portfolio companies or other companies in 

ICONIQ Growth’s broader network. No assumption should be made that the investments described herein were or will be profitable, or that investments made in the future 

will be comparable to those described herein.
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Case Study: SPIFFs or Add-On Incentives

A SPIFF or other add-on incentive program can be a great way to motivate employees and encourage desired behaviors 
through a challenging period and environment

• Introduce a SPIFF to motivate key business goals

• Introduce short-term sales contest to drive friendly 

competition and desired behavior

• Offer spot awards such as a gift card to recognize high 

performing individuals

• If not properly designed, SPIFFs can motivate bad 

behavior (e.g. drive sales but increase churn)

• Budget properly to ensure ROI of introducing the SPIFF 

does not exceed cost

Geography: West Coast Scale: <$25M (ARR)

Sector: Horizontal SaaS Sales Motion: Hybrid; Top-down

75%
Q1 ‘20 Net New ARR Attainment 

vs Pre-COVID Plan

Introduced team SPIFFs for expansion opportunities and 

reduced Q2 quota

SITUATION

APPROACH TAKEN

OPTIONS

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Target Customer Segment : Mid-Market to Enterprise

1

2

3

SPIFFs, Incentives

4

1

Case studies presented herein are for illustrative purposes only. Companies surveyed herein may include ICONIQ Growth portfolio companies or other companies in 

ICONIQ Growth’s broader network. No assumption should be made that the investments described herein were or will be profitable, or that investments made in the future 

will be comparable to those described herein.
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Case Study: Hybrid

Sales compensation changes are highly dependent on the type of organization and resilience to the current business 
environment; in some cases, a hybrid model or entirely new compensation plan may be appropriate

• When designing a brand new compensation plan in 

short time frame, align on a set of guiding principles to 

anchor compensation changes around
• Generally, aim for simplicity (both in terms of implementation 

and ability to explain changes to employees)

• Offer optionality to your employees by making your new 

plan opt-in. High-performers and/or employees in more 

resilient segments (e.g. large / enterprise) may benefit 

from remaining on pre-COVID plans

• Examine all portions of your compensation plan beyond 

quotas, including chargeback policies 
• One approach to consider is to ‘back-solve’ for what each 

position on the sales team would have achieved under normal 

conditions, haircut appropriately given new circumstances, 

and then use various levers to try and achieve ‘goal’ 

compensation under average performance

Geography: West Coast Scale: $150M+ (ARR)

Sector: Vertical SaaS Sales Motion: Hybrid; Top-down

81%
Q1 ‘20 Net New ARR Attainment 

vs Pre-COVID Plan

• Rolled out brand new compensation plan given COVID impact to back-solve for 

a goal compensation under current circumstances, including moving to a fixed 

rate for sales teams (~70% of OTE)

• Reconsidered chargebacks for de-bookings and lowered floor for install base 

commissions given higher churn

SITUATION

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Target Customer Segment : Mid-Market to Enterprise

Quota Adjustment

1

Pay Curve 

Adjustment

3

APPROACH TAKEN

Case studies presented herein are for illustrative purposes only. Companies surveyed herein may include ICONIQ Growth portfolio companies or other companies in 

ICONIQ Growth’s broader network. No assumption should be made that the investments described herein were or will be profitable, or that investments made in the future 

will be comparable to those described herein.
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Additional Levers: Sales, Marketing, GTM

Sales compensation changes should be considered in parallel with customer-facing changes to pricing, promotions, and GTM 
strategy; while this study is primarily focused on internal changes to sales compensation, many of these changes will come 
hand-in-hand with external, customer-facing adjustments as well

Additional Levers To Address COVID-19 Impact to Sales Illustrative Example

A horizontal SaaS company saw a 

25% increase in requests for 

payment term adjustments post 

COVID-19

Payment Terms

Many companies have seen an increase in requests for more 

flexibility related to payment terms (and have generally accepted 

requests), including increases in number of payments per year, 

increase in invoicing term length, invoicing pauses with service 

pause, etc. 

In the short term, companies will have to make important decisions 

around cash flow vs. conversion rates

A consumer company introduced 

free product access to certain 

communities impacted by COVID-19

Pricing & 

Promotions

Prioritizing retention and a solid customer base over dollars per 

customer may be required to weather the crisis and sustain growth. 

Many companies have considered promotions such as adjusting 

first-year pricing, free trials, and other rebates

A vertical SaaS company recently 

launched a new GTM strategy to 

combine its core competencies with 

relevant business needs for 

furloughed workers to better engage 

Fortune 500 companies

Go-To-Market 

Strategy

Some companies are also using this opportunity to make broader 

GTM changes such as leaning into existing customers, focusing 

on new customers less impacted by the crisis, focusing on time to 

value, and streamlining key processes.

This, in turn, sometimes requires shifting marketing spend, 

creating a new sales playbook, and operating model changes

Across all of these 

case studies, “best 

in class” companies 

are shown to 

consistently exhibit 

and balance deep 

customer care with 

business goals

For example, one 

of our companies 

recently compiled a 

COVID-19 

playbook for its 

customers with best 

practices

“Best in class” defined as top quartile companies in terms of quarterly ARR growth and net dollar retention


